To compare estimates of adiposity by dual emission X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), skinfolds and body mass index (BMI); and to evaluate the relation of these measures to cardiovascular risk in adolescents. DESIGN: In a cohort of adolescents participating in a longitudinal study of insulin resistance, Slaughter formulas were used to estimate adiposity from skinfolds and DXA was used to estimate adiposity as % body fat (%BF) and fat mass (FBM). BMI, blood pressure, lipids and insulin resistance were measured. SUBJECTS: Male and female, 11-17 y old (n ¼ 130). MEASUREMENTS: To compare DXA with two office-based methods of assessing fatness and cardiovascular risk. RESULTS: Slaughter estimates were highly correlated with DXA (%BF r ¼ 0.92, P ¼ 0.0001; FBM r ¼ 0.96, P ¼ 0.0001). Correlations were similar in heavy and thin children. BMI was also highly correlated with DXA (%BF r ¼ 0.85, P ¼ 0.0001; FBM r ¼ 0.95, P ¼ 0.0001), and these relations were stronger in heavy than thin children. BMI and the Slaughter formulas were similar to DXA in their relations to cardiovascular risk factors. CONCLUSIONS: Adiposity by BMI and Slaughter formulas are highly correlated with DXA and similarly related to cardiovascular risk factors. BMI is easy to obtain and is an acceptable method for initial office estimation of body fatness. BMI and skinfolds compare well with DXA in predicting adverse cardiovascular risk profile.
Introduction
The increased prevalence of childhood obesity, 1-3 metabolic (insulin resistance) syndrome and type 2 diabetes 4 and their long-term effects on the development of cardiovascular disease has made measurement of body fatness increasingly relevant to pediatric clinical practice and intensified the need to establish simple and reliable clinical methods for its assessment. BMI, based on height and weight measurements, is routinely obtained in pediatric practice and used to assess fatness and degree of overweight in children. It requires minimal training, and repeat values can be obtained with good precision. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Skinfold thickness also is utilized to estimate body fatness, and a number of prediction equations incorporating different skinfold measurements have been developed. [10] [11] [12] [13] The equations devised by Slaughter et al 14 are
widely used to estimate percent body fat (%BF), fat body mass (FBM) and lean body mass (LBM), because they require only two anthropometric measures (eg, triceps and subscapular skinfolds) and take into account gender, ethnicity and pubertal status. The methodology of skinfold measurement is relatively simple, utilizing special calipers to estimate subcutaneous fat thickness. However, it is highly operator dependent and requires trained personnel. It has been suggested that the skinfold estimates are more accurate in fatter than leaner children. 15 A variety of other, more elaborate, methods are also used as measures of body composition 16, 17 including underwater weighing, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), estimates of total body water, total body electrical conductivity, total body potassium, magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography. Among these, DXA has become the most widely used because of its accuracy and ease of measurement for both the patient and the technician. 18 Considered by many to be the 'gold standard' for estimating body fatness, DXA measurements have been limited to the research setting because of their complexity and cost. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Previous studies have reported significant associations between BMI and DXA 9,24,25 and a recent report in Pima Indian children showed significant relations for both BMI and DXA with blood pressure, lipids and fasting insulin. As a result of the current specific interest in body fatness as it relates to the metabolic syndrome, we have analyzed our data from a cohort of adolescents participating in a longitudinal natural history study of insulin resistance to compare DXA with two office-based methods of assessing fatness. The results extend the findings from previous reports by showing that (1) both BMI and skinfold measurements can be used as surrogate measures for DXA in the assessment of body fatness in adolescent males and females; and (2) that they compare favorably with DXA in their relations to the metabolic syndrome and, in particular, direct measures of insulin sensitivity.
Methods
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board: Human Subjects Committee of the University of Minnesota. Consent was obtained from all children and their parents/ guardians.
The participants in this study were healthy 11-17-y-old adolescents who were recruited as sibling participants in a longitudinal study of cardiovascular risk factors in children. 27 Tanner stage was assigned according to pubic hair development in boys and breast and pubic hair development in girls. Body composition measurements were obtained by trained research personnel. Height was measured using a wall-mounted stadiometer and weight was determined using a balance scale. Blood pressure was measured twice on the right arm using a random-zero sphygmomanometer with subjects in the seated position; the averages of the two measurements (systolic and 5th phase Korotkoff diastolic) were used in the analyses. Blood samples for serum insulin levels and lipids were obtained after an overnight fast. Insulin levels were determined using a chemoluminescence immunoassay (Immulite Insulin DPC, Los Angeles, CA, USA). Blood samples for serum lipids were analyzed in the University of Minnesota laboratory using a Cobas FARA. Cholesterol was determined by a standard enzymatic-cholesterol oxidasebased method; HDL-C was determined after precipitation of non-HDL lipoproteins with magnesium/dextran precipitating reagent; triglycerides were determined using a standard glycerol blanked, enzymatic triglyceride method. LDL-C was calculated by the Friedewald equation.
The effectiveness of the measures of body fatness was further assessed by developing correlations with the clustering of the components of the metabolic syndrome (fasting insulin, SBP, triglycerides, and HDL-C). Z-scores for each of the four variables were calculated by determining the difference between each participant's value for the respective variable and the gender-specific mean value for that variable and then dividing the result by the corresponding standard deviation (mean and standard deviation from this study). The average of the z-scores for the four variables was computed (with reversed sign for HDL-C). Thus, an average higher z-score indicates that the four variables tend to cluster in the higher distributions (ie, higher risk), whereas a lower z-score indicates the opposite. To ensure that the cluster analysis was not unduly influenced by a single abnormal variable we reviewed the individual clusters and found the expected distribution, that is, a high number of high individual variable z-scores in the highest clusters, a high number of low individual variable z-scores in the lowest clusters, and a mix of individual z-scores in the middle clusters.
The euglycemic insulin clamp studies were conducted in the University of Minnesota Clinical Research Center, as previously described. 27 Blood samples for serum insulin levels were obtained at baseline (À10, À5 and 0 min before starting the insulin infusion) and at steady state during the clamp ( þ 140, þ 160, þ 180 min). Plasma glucose was also measured at baseline (À10, À5 and 0 min) and every 5 min during the clamp. Serum lipids were measured once at baseline. The insulin infusion was started at time 0 and continued at a rate of 1 mU/kg/min for 3 h. An infusion of 20% glucose was started at time 0 and was adjusted, based on plasma glucose levels, to maintain euglycemia, that is,
Measures of adiposity and cardiovascular risk J Steinberger et al plasma glucose at 5.6 mmol/l (100 mg/dl). Insulin sensitivity was determined from the amount of glucose required to maintain euglycemia over the final 40 min of the euglycemic clamp study and was expressed as M (ie, glucose utilization/ kg body weight/min). A lower M indicates insulin resistance. All data are expressed as mean7s.d. All statistical analyses were conducted using the SAS statistical package, version 8.2. The pearson correlation analysis and multiple linear regression were used for analyses. The pearson correlation coefficients were compared between children above and below the sex-specific median %BF DXA after transformation to Fisher's z (1/2 ln ((1 þ r)/(1Àr)), which has variance1/(N-3). Comparisons were adjusted by linear regression for race, gender and Tanner score. A P-value of 0.05 or less was considered to be statistically significant.
Results
Measurements were obtained in 130 children (72 males and 58 females) aged 11-17 y, siblings of participants in an ongoing research project (55% of the siblings available for recruitment). African Americans represented 32% of the males and 17% of the females ( Table 1 ). The girls were slightly older than the boys, and although the mean Tanner score was not significantly different between the genders as expected for this age, sexual maturation was more advanced in girls (5% Tanner 1 and 2, 19% Tanner 3, 76% Tanner 4 and 5) compared to boys (32% Tanner 1 and 2, 22% Tanner 3, 46% Tanner 4 and 5). The boys were taller than the girls but body weight was slightly higher and BMI was significantly higher in girls. Systolic blood pressure and triglycerides were significantly higher in the boys. Girls had significantly higher fasting insulin and a lower M value, that is, were more insulin resistant than the boys. The greater body fatness in girls was clearly demonstrated in the skinfold measures and in both the DXA-based and skinfold-based estimates of %BF and FBM. The mean %BF SF was underestimated by 5% and mean FBM SF was underestimated by 3.4 kg in girls when compared to the DXA estimates. In contrast, the mean skinfold and DXA estimates of %BF and FBM were virtually identical in boys.
As shown in Table 2 , in both genders the DXA measures of %BF and FBM were closely correlated with the corresponding fatness estimates using skinfolds (%BF: males r ¼ 0.85, females r ¼ 0.82; FBM: males r ¼ 0.96, females r ¼ 0.98). Correlation of %BF by DXA with BMI was 0.89 for males and 0.87 for females. Correlation of FBM DXA with BMI was 0.95 for both males and females. These correlations were nearly identical when the white participants or the black participants were considered separately (data not shown). Figure 1a and b present scatter diagrams of the association between %BF DXA and BMI in the boys and girls, including best fit lines for the regression of %BF on BMI. The regression lines show highly significant correlations and for any given BMI %BF is lower in boys than girls. The regression formulae can be used to recalibrate BMI values into %BF DXA values. The residual standard deviation(71 s.d. or 68% of the distribution) equals 76.81%BF DXA for boys and 4.94%BF DXA for girls. Figure 1c and d present scatter diagrams of the association between %BF DXA and %BF SF . Figure 2 provides the corresponding Bland-Altman plots, which emphasize the slight tendency in a few children, especially girls, for the %BF DXA to be lower than expected based on skinfolds in the very fattest children. Since the DXA measure and Slaughter formula are ostensibly estimating the same thing (%BF), the points in Figure 1c and d should lie on a 451 line. To assess the validity of these methods in thin and heavy children, we divided the cohort by median %BF DXA (boys: 20.41%, girls: 36.59%) and compared the below median (thin) group with the above median (heavy) group. The correlations between %BF DXA and %BF SF were similar in the heavy and thin (0.89 and 0.79, respectively, P ¼ 0.19) groups, as were the correlations between FBM DXA and FBM SF (0.95 and 0.89, respectively, P ¼ 0.10). The correlations of BMI with DXA were stronger in the heavy (FBM r ¼ 0.94, P ¼ 0.0001, %BF r ¼ 0.85, P ¼ 0.0001) than in the thin (FBM r ¼ 0.70, P ¼ 0.0001, %BF r ¼ 0.49, P ¼ 0.0001) children. Similarly, the correlations between BMI and the fatness measures derived from the Slaughter formulas were also stronger in the heavy (FBM r ¼ 0.92, P ¼ 0.0001, %BF r ¼ 0.80, P ¼ 0.0001) than in the thin (FBM r ¼ 0.73, P ¼ 0.0001, %BF r ¼ 0.55, P ¼ 0.0001) children. These relationships were similar in boys and girls.
To assess the influence of height on these relations, we divided the cohort by median height (boys: 166.5 cm, girls: 160.0 cm) and compared the below median (short) group with the above median (tall) group. The correlations between %BF DXA and %BF SF The correlation of measures of adiposity with individual cardiovascular risk factors and the risk factor cluster, defined as the insulin resistance (or metabolic) syndrome, are shown in Table 3 . BMI, skinfold and DXA measures of adiposity were significantly correlated with the individual risk factors (SBP, triglycerides and HDL-cholesterol), but these correla- Measures of adiposity and cardiovascular risk J Steinberger et al tions were relatively low. In contrast, the correlations were stronger with the risk factor cluster, fasting insulin and M.
The correlations between the cluster z-scores and FBM SF and FBM DXA and BMI were virtually identical (r ¼ 0.62, 0.60 and 0.62, respectively), whereas those for %BF were slightly weaker. When boys and girls were analyzed separately the associations were similar, with the exception that SBP was significantly correlated with all measures of adiposity in boys, but not in girls.
Discussion
This study shows that estimates of body fat using BMI and the Slaughter skinfold formulas are highly correlated with measures of body fat obtained by DXA. Moreover, it extends previous findings to show that (1) these three methods for measuring body fatness are similarly epidemiologically related to individual cardiovascular risk factors and the clustering of those factors to form the insulin resistance (or metabolic) syndrome; and (2) although BMI is slightly less precise than the Slaughter method when compared to DXA, it is an acceptable method for the initial office estimation of body fatness. Previous reports comparing the Slaughter formulas with DXA are limited. In a group of prepubertal children, the Slaughter formulas were moderately effective, explaining only 69% of the variance in the DXA fat mass, 28 and in a group of 47 10-13-y-old children the Slaughter formula was significantly better (r ¼ 0.79) than other skinfold equations in predicting %BF when compared to DXA. 29 In the present population of healthy adolescents, estimates of body fatness utilizing the Slaughter formulas were significantly correlated with DXA measurements. From the previous data and from the present study it can be concluded that measures of fatness derived from the Slaughter formulas provide adequate information for purposes of ranking individual degrees of adiposity within a population. BMI in this population also was significantly correlated with DXA, and the correlations were higher in the heavier children. BMI is known to be influenced by the relative proportions of trunk to limb size and by the amount of lean tissue, especially in young children. 30 In comparisons with measures of body fat obtained by DXA, BMI previously has been reported to be more accurate in fatter than leaner children. 15 The results from the present study showed a BMI also has been shown to be a less accurate predictor of degree of fatness in lean adolescent females 31 where the correlation between BMI and %BF DXA (r ¼ 0.67, P ¼ 0.0001) was very similar to that obtained in the lean adolescents of our study. The strong correlation between fatness estimated from the Slaughter formulas and DXA was present in both the lean and heavy children. These findings differ from a previous report that was restricted to a younger age (10.870.05 y) 15 in which BMI and skinfold estimates of body fatness were highly correlated with DXA in heavy, but not lean children. The fact that the children in the present cohort are older than in the previous report may account for the different outcomes. First, DXA estimates of body composition are known to be influenced by the higher degree of soft tissue hydration in younger children. 29, 32 Second, there would likely be substantial differences in total body fat in an older cohort, since body size changes significantly with pubertal development. Similarly, the relations between measures of body fatness were not significantly different in short compared to tall children. We have also compared BMI, Slaughter formulas and DXA measures of adiposity in relation to the components of the metabolic syndrome in this population. BMI has previously been shown to be significantly related to BP, [33] [34] [35] lipids, 34, 35 and insulin, 36 and in a large population of Pima Indian children and adolescents, BMI and DXA measures of adiposity were significantly related to blood pressure, fasting insulin, glucose and lipids. 26 The present study extends these findings by showing that, while BMI, the Slaughter formulas and DXA measures of adiposity all have similar significant epidemiologic relationships to the individual risk factors of SBP, triglycerides and HDL-C, the correlations are stronger for fasting insulin, M (the direct measure of insulin sensitivity) and the cluster score of risk factors representing an estimate of the metabolic syndrome. Thus, it would appear that combining the risk factors into a cluster provides a stronger estimate of risk than that provided by assessing the risk factors individually. In general, BMI and FBM obtained either by the Slaughter formula or DXA were better correlates of the metabolic syndrome than %BF, and %BF SF was a slightly better predictor than %BF DXA . BMI and skinfold-based relations of adiposity to the individual cardiovascular risk factors were similar to the corresponding relation of DXA but the correlation coefficients were weaker than the correlations with the metabolic syndrome (as approximated by the z-score cluster). The explanation for this is not readily apparent, but it may be due to the fact that we studied a healthy, young cohort, and these relations may become stronger with increasing age. In addition, it seems reasonable to suggest that combining the individual factors into a cluster representing the metabolic syndrome would strengthen these relations to body fatness.
In conclusion, this study in a group of 11-17-y-old adolescents shows that the clinical measures of adiposity (ie, BMI and Slaughter formulas) are significantly correlated with DXA. Despite the high correlations, however, it should be noted that the residual s.d. from the best fit line for the correlation in the BMI/DXA relation is 6.81 %BF DXA for boys and 4.94% for girls. BMI offers the advantage of low technical error, high reproducibility, low cost, and, as previously mentioned by others, 8 it has great utility when a general assessment of fatness with the aim of clinical intervention is the goal. However, its utility in estimating fatness would appear to be limited to an initial office evaluation, with less accuracy because of the wide prediction intervals noted in the figures, in assessing change in fatness from one visit to the next. Thus, it is anticipated that office measures of fatness will be used in association with an overall clinical assessment. Lastly, the epidemiologic finding that BMI and skinfolds compare well with the more sophisticated method of DXA in predicting an adverse cardiovascular risk profile has significant practical screening value in the context of the current childhood obesity epidemic.
